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People are crazy for bikes all over the World, how can India stay inferior in it. India is the most
appealing market to these many companies. People love the thrill rendered by the bike. Bikes do
epitomizes speed and speed always excites the rider. There are so many bikes that are every year
coming to the market. So here is the list of upcoming bike models in India with Price.

Royal Enfield Thunderbird

Royal Enfield bikes famous for it's looks and toughness. This bike especially will be having three
variants and will be ranged in between Rs 90,147 â€“ Rs 90, 675. You might feel it is a bit high in price
but after watching it's features and performances you'll find that it is worth that amount. Some of it's
added features are like self start, disc rake and some other. It will surely be a great bike as Enfield
bikes are already ruling.

Honda Cbr600rr

Now it's a racer bike from Honda. It will be one of the speed oriented bike and it's expected price is
Rs  600,000. There are so many titles are there that has been won by this bike. Performance, power
and safety everything is equipped in this bike.

Bajaj Blade

Bajaj has always produced great and affordable price Blade is also there nice invention. The best
thing about this bike is that is is very much affordable and is priced Rs 45,000 only. It will be loaded
with the 125cc, 4 valve DTSi engine. It's a gear less scooter and it is expected to be a great hit in
the market.

Yamaha Spark

Yamaha bikes already have outstanding quality and that's the reason behind it's success. This time
Yamaha is coming with another affordable bike Yamaha Spark which costs you Rs 50,000. it is
especially made for those people who are looking for both affordability as well as performance.

Harley Davidson Dyna

Distinctive features, performance and quality has made them top among the best bikes list. Harley
Davidson is presenting a new bike that has a whopping cost Rs 995,000 â€“ Rs 1,100,000. it will be
available in two models in India and will be equipped with great features for sure.

Bajaj Kawasaki Ninja 650R

Kawasaki bikes 650R will give very tough competition to the high end bikes. People have too high
expectation from this bike. Five variants of this bike will be available in the market it will cos in
between Rs 100,000 â€“ Rs 800,000. it will be too costly and not every one will be able to afford this
car.

These are few upcoming bikes which will give great option to the buyers.
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